Journey by car

Coming from Cologne or Düsseldorf on the motorway A4 take the exit AC-Laurensberg and turn right on the Kohlscheider Straße to Aachen/Laurensberg. After 500 m stay in the right hand lane and follow the Toledoring/Pariser Ring direction RWTH-Hörm/RWTH-Melaten. Take the first exit RWTH-Hörm/RWTH-Melaten. At the roundabout take the first exit (Campus-Boulevard). Follow the road until you see the Doris-Schachner-Straße on the right. Parking behind the CWD is only allowed with a parking permit. Public parking areas are available near the CWD.

Journey by Train/Bus

From the railroad station Aachen West it’s a fifteen-minute bus ride to the CWD. When you leave the station turn left and pass the bridge. The bus stop is directly in front of you. You can reach the CWD from the railroad station Aachen West by the bus lines 3A, 33 and 73. From the Central Station you can reach the CWD by the bus line 3A. Bus line 12 and 22 depart at station Bushof.

Bus stops:
- Campus Melaten: Bus line 33, 73, 3A
- Maria–Lipp-Straße, Wilfried-König-Straße: Bus line 12, 22

Adresse:
Center for Wind Power Drives
Campus-Boulevard 61
52074 Aachen